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(54) ROBOT CLEANER AND METHOD FOR CONTROLLING THE SAME

(57) A method for controlling a robot cleaner config-
ured to project light of a predetermined pattern to a floor
of an area in front thereof in a specific direction and to
acquire an image of the area to which the light is project-
ed, according to the present invention, includes: (a) ac-
quiring a front view image of the robot cleaner; (b) de-
tecting the pattern from the image acquired in (a); and

(c) discriminating a pattern formed by reflected light from
a pattern formed by light directly projected from the robot
cleaner, from among patterns indicated in the acquired
image, on the basis of geometrical characteristics de-
fined by a projection direction of the light and the direction
of an optical axis in which the image is acquired when
two or more patterns are detected from the image.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a robot cleaner
and a method for controlling the same.
[0002] A robot has been developed for industrial pur-
poses and served as part of factory automation. With the
recent extension of robot application fields, not only med-
ical robots, space and aircraft robots and the like are
developed but also home robots are manufactured. From
such robots, a robot which can autonomously move is
called a mobile robot.
[0003] A typical example of home mobile robots is a
robot cleaner. The robot cleaner is a kind of home appli-
ance, which sucks in dust or particles while moving about
an area to be cleaned. Such robot cleaner includes a
pattern projection unit for projecting light in a predeter-
mined pattern toward a floor of an area in front of the
main body of the robot cleaner, and a camera for photo-
graphing the area to which the light is projected. The
state of a cleaning area (e.g., the position of the floor,
obstacles around the robot cleaner, the boundary be-
tween the floor and an obstacle and the like) can be rec-
ognized by analyzing a light pattern appearing in an im-
age obtained through the camera.
[0004] However, since some materials of floors or ob-
jects to which light is projected reflect the light, a new
light pattern due to reflection can be detected in addition
to the original light pattern. In this case, the pattern gen-
erated due to reflection of light needs to be eliminated in
analysis of the state of the cleaning area. Accordingly, it
is necessary to devise a method for discriminating an
unnecessary light pattern, that is, a light pattern gener-
ated due to reflection of light, from light patterns detected
from an image.
[0005] Therefore, the present invention has been
made in view of the above problems, and it is an object
of the present invention to provide a robot cleaner and a
method for controlling the same which are capable of
discriminating a pattern generated by light projected from
a pattern projection unit from a pattern generated due to
reflection of the light from a floor or an object, from among
light patterns detected from an image.
[0006] According to an aspect of the present invention,
a method for controlling a robot cleaner configured to
project light of a predetermined pattern to a floor of an
area in front thereof in a specific direction and to acquire
an image of the area to which the light is projected, in-
cludes: (a) acquiring an image of area in front of the robot
cleaner; (b) detecting the pattern from the image acquired
in (a); and (c) discriminating a pattern formed by reflected
light from a pattern formed by light directly projected from
the robot cleaner, from among patterns indicated in the
acquired image, on the basis of geometrical character-
istics defined by a projection direction of the light and the
direction of an optical axis in which the image is acquired
when two or more patterns are detected from the image.
[0007] When the position of the pattern formed by the
light directly projected to the floor is defined as a refer-

ence position in the acquired image, (c) may include se-
lecting a pattern detected at the reference position as a
valid pattern when one of the two or more patterns is
detected at the reference position and at least one other
pattern is detected from a region above the reference
position.
[0008] When the position of the pattern formed by the
light directly projected to the floor is defined as a refer-
ence position in the acquired image, the step (c) may
comprise selecting a pattern detected from a region
above the reference position as a valid pattern when pat-
terns are respectively detected from the region above
the reference position and a region below the reference
position. The method may further include (d) obtaining a
distance to an object on the basis of the valid pattern. In
the step (d), the distance to the object may be obtained
on the basis of a location relation between the reference
position and the valid pattern in the acquired image. The
step (d) may include determining that the distance to the
object is shorter as the distance between the reference
position and the valid pattern increases.
[0009] The method may further include (d) updating
the reference position, wherein (d) include: (d-1) acquir-
ing a front view image of the robot cleaner; (d-2) detecting
a pattern formed by light directly projected to the floor
from the robot cleaner from the image acquired in (d-1);
(d-3) comparing a distance between the pattern detected
in (d-2) and the reference position with a predetermined
allowable distance; and (d-4) updating the reference po-
sition to the position of the pattern detected in (d-2) on
the basis of a comparison result in (d-3). The step (d)
may further include: (d-5) moving the robot cleaner upon
determining that the distance obtained in (d-2) is greater
than the allowable distance in (d-2); (d-6) acquiring a
front view image of the robot cleaner at a changed posi-
tion of the robot cleaner; (d-7) detecting a pattern formed
by light directly projected to the floor from the robot clean-
er from the image acquired in (d-6); (d-8) comparing the
position of the pattern detected in (d-7) with the position
of the pattern detected in (d-2); and (d-9) updating the
reference position to the position f the pattern detected
in (d-2) on the basis of a comparison result in (d-8). The
step (d-9) may include updating the reference position
to the position of the pattern detected in (d-2) when the
position of the pattern detected in (d-7) is the same as
the position of the pattern detected in (d-2).
[0010] The method may further include: when the po-
sition of the pattern formed by the light directly projected
to the floor is defined as a reference position in the ac-
quired image, (e) estimating a position at which the
boundary between the object and the floor will be detect-
ed on the basis of the reference position and a position
of a pattern generated by light directly projected to an
object located in front of the robot cleaner; and (f) select-
ing a boundary from patterns detected in (b) on the basis
of the position at which the boundary will be detected,
estimated in (e). The step (f) may include selecting a
pattern closest to the position at which the boundary will
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be detected, estimated in (e), from the patterns detected
in (b).
[0011] The embodiments will be described in detail
with reference to the following drawings in which like ref-
erence numerals refer to like elements wherein:

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a robot cleaner ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a top view of the robot cleaner shown in
FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a front view of the robot cleaner shown in
FIG. 1;
FIG. 4 is a bottom view of the robot cleaner shown
in FIG. 1;
FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating a control rela-
tionship between main parts of the robot cleaner;
FIG. 6(a) is a schematic diagram illustrating projec-
tion of light to an object from a pattern projection unit
and FIG. 6(b) shows an image acquired according
to the projection of light;
FIG. 7(a) is a schematic diagram illustrating the prin-
ciple of forming a pattern on an object according to
light reflected from a floor when the object is located
spaced apart from a patterned light projection range
and FIG. 7(b) shows an image acquired in the case
of FIG. 7(a);
FIG. 8(a) is a schematic diagram illustrating the prin-
ciple of forming a pattern on a floor according to light
reflected from an object when the object is located
within the patterned light projection range and FIG.
8(b) shows an image acquired in the case of FIG.
8(a);
FIG. 9(a) is a schematic diagram illustrating optical
geometry wherein an image is formed by an image
sensor when an object is located within a projection
range of a pattern projection unit 150 and FIG. 9(b)
shows an image acquired in the case of FIG. 9(a);
FIG. 10 is a flowchart illustrating a method for con-
trolling the robot cleaner according to an embodi-
ment of the present invention;
FIG. 11 shows an acquired image when an error is
generated between a predetermined reference po-
sition and the position of a pattern generated by light
projected to a floor; and
FIG. 12 is a flowchart illustrating a method for updat-
ing the reference position according to an embodi-
ment of the present invention.
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a robot cleaner ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present invention
and FIG. 2 is a top view of the robot cleaner shown
in FIG. 1. FIG. 3 is a front view of the robot cleaner
shown in FIG. 1, FIG. 4 is a bottom view of the robot
cleaner shown in FIG. 1 and FIG. 5 is a block diagram
illustrating a control relationship between main parts
of the robot cleaner.

[0012] Referring to FIGS. 1 to 5, a robot cleaner 100
may include a main body 110 and an image acquisition

unit 120 for acquiring an image around the main body
110. A part of the main body 110, which faces the ceiling
of a cleaning area, is defined as an upper surface part
(refer to FIG. 2), a part facing the floor of the cleaning
area is defined as a lower surface part (refer to FIG. 4),
and a part facing a moving direction, from among parts
forming the circumference of the main body 110 between
the upper surface part and the lower surface part, is de-
fined as a front part (refer to FIG. 3).
[0013] The robot cleaner 100 includes at least one
wheel 136 for moving the main body 110, and the wheel
136 is driven by a drive motor 139. The wheel 136 can
be provided to the left and right sides of the main body
110, which are respectively called a left wheel 136(L) and
a right wheel 136(R).
[0014] While the left wheel 136(L) and the right wheel
136(R) can be driven by one drive motor, a left wheel
drive motor for driving the left wheel 136 (L) and a right
wheel drive motor for driving the right wheel 136(R) may
be respectively provided as necessary. The moving di-
rection of the main body 110 can be changed to the left
or right by making rotating speeds of the left wheel 136(L)
and the right wheel 136(R) differ from each other.
[0015] The lower surface part of the main body 110
may have an inlet 110h for air intake. In addition, the
main body 110 may include a suction device (not shown)
for providing power for sucking in air through the inlet
110h and a dust container (not shown) for collecting dust
contained in the air sucked through the inlet 110h.
[0016] The main body 110 may include a case 111
forming a space for accommodating components of the
robot cleaner 100. The case 111 may have an opening
through which the dust container is inserted into or sep-
arated from the main body 110, and a dust container
cover 112 for opening/closing the opening may be rotat-
ably provided to the case 111.
[0017] The robot cleaner 100 may include a roll type
main brush 134 having brushes exposed through the inlet
110h and auxiliary brushes 135 provided to the front of
the lower surface part and composed of a plurality of
radially extended blades. Dust is removed from the floor
within the cleaning area according to rotation of the
brushes 134 and 135, sucked through the inlet 110h and
collected in the dust container.
[0018] A battery 138 supplies power necessary for op-
eration of the robot cleaner 100 as well as the drive motor.
When the battery 138 is discharged, the robot cleaner
100 can return to a charging stand for charging. When
retuning to the charging stand, the robot cleaner 100 can
detect the location of the charging stand.
[0019] A pattern projection unit 150 projects light in a
predetermined pattern (referred to as "patterned light"
hereinafter) to the cleaning area. The pattern projection
unit 150 may include a light source and an optical pattern
projection element (OPPE). Light emitted from the light
source generates the patterned light by passing through
the OPPE. The light source may be a laser diode (LD),
a light emitting diode (LED) and the like. A laser beam
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enables accurate distance measurement due to mono-
chromaticity, collimation and focusing characteristics su-
perior to other light sources. Infrared or visible light has
large distance measurement accuracy variation depend-
ing on factors such as the color and material of a target.
Accordingly, the light source is preferably a laser diode.
The OPPE may include a lens and a diffractive optical
element (DOE).
[0020] The pattern projection unit 150 may project light
toward the floor in front of the main body 110. The pattern
of the light projected from the pattern projection unit 150
is not limited to a specific pattern and preferably includes
the horizontal line. While a pattern including the horizon-
tal line PL is exemplified in the present embodiment, a
cross-shaped pattern further including a vertical line per-
pendicular to the horizontal line PL may be used.
[0021] The image acquisition unit 120 acquires an im-
age by photographing an area to which the patterned
light is projected. Hereinafter, the image acquired by the
image acquisition unit 120 is referred to as an acquired
image. The image acquisition unit 120 may include a dig-
ital camera which converts an image of an object into an
electrical signal, changes the electrical signal into a dig-
ital signal and stores the digital signal in a memory ele-
ment. The digital camera may include an image sensor
121 and an image processing module 122.
[0022] The image sensor 121, which is a device for
converting an optical image into an electrical signal, is
configured in the form of a chip in which a plurality of
photodiodes is integrated. The photodiodes may corre-
spond to pixels. Charges are accumulated in the pixels
according to an image formed in the chip by light that has
passed through the lens, and the charges accumulated
in the pixels are converted into an electrical signal (e.g.
voltage). Examples of the image sensor 121 include a
charge coupled device (CCD), a complementary metal
oxide semiconductor (CMOS) and the like.
[0023] The image processing module 122 generates
a digital image on the basis of an analog signal output
from the image sensor 121. The image processing mod-
ule 122 may include an AD converter for converting the
analog signal into a digital signal, a buffer memory for
temporarily storing digital data according to the digital
signal output from the AD converter, and a digital signal
processor (DSP) for generating a digital image by
processing information stored in the buffer memory.
[0024] A storage unit 160 stores information necessary
to control the robot cleaner and may include a volatile or
nonvolatile recording medium. The recording medium
stores data readable by a microprocessor and may in-
clude a hard disk drive (HDD), a solid state disk (SSD),
a silicon disk drive (SDD), a ROM, a RAM, a CD-ROM,
a magnetic tape, a floppy disk, an optical data storage
device and the like.
[0025] A controller 140 performs feature detection on
predetermined pixels in an image (acquired image) ob-
tained by the image acquisition unit 120 so as to detect
a segment formed by consecutive feature pixels accord-

ing to a feature detection result.
[0026] More specifically, the controller 140 may in-
clude a pattern detection module 141 for detecting a light
pattern (generated according to patterned light projected
from the pattern projection unit 150) indicated in the ac-
quired image, and a validity determination module 142
for checking validity of detected patterns. Here, validity
check refers to an operation of discriminating a valid pat-
tern (a pattern generated by light directly projected onto
the surface of an object from the pattern projection unit
150, which is referred to as a valid pattern hereinafter)
and/or a pattern generated by reflected light (a pattern
generated by light projected from the pattern projection
unit 150 and then reflected by the surface of the object,
which is referred to as a pattern according to reflected
light hereinafter) from among patterns detected by the
pattern detection module 141. The direction in which light
is projected from the pattern projection unit 150 and the
direction(or view) of the camera constituting the image
acquisition unit 150 are information that can obtained,
and validity check is performed according to the principle
of discrimination of a valid pattern from a pattern accord-
ing to reflected light through geometrical analysis using
such information. Particularly, when light is projected to
a floor from the pattern projection unit 150, a position
(referred to as a reference position hereinafter) at which
a pattern is indicated in an acquired image is determined
on the basis of the direction in which the patterned light
is projected from the pattern projection unit 150 and the
direction of the optical axis (e.g., the center axis of a
camera lens) of the image acquisition unit 120. Here, the
reference position is an important criterion of discrimina-
tion of a valid pattern from a pattern according to reflected
light in validity check, and the relative position of the valid
pattern with respect to the reference position is used as
important information in three-dimensional reconfigura-
tion (refer to step S15 of FIG. 10) of obstacles around
the robot cleaner 100. In the figures, the direction in which
the patterned light is projected from the pattern projection
unit 150 is at an angle α to the horizontal (refer to FIG.
9(a)) and the direction β (not shown) of the optical axis
of the image acquisition unit 120 is assumed to be hori-
zontal. When the image acquisition unit 150 and the pat-
tern projection unit 150 are fixed to the main body 100
as in the embodiment, the aforementioned angles have
fixed values. However, even when the image acquisition
unit 120 and/or the pattern projection unit 150 are pro-
vided such that position change (e.g., vertical movement
or horizontal movement) or posture change (e.g., X-axis
rotation, Y-axis rotation or Z-axis rotation on the basis of
XYZ coordinates) thereof is possible, a factor (e.g., dis-
placement or rotation angle) which defines the positions
or postures of the image acquisition unit 120 and/or the
pattern projection unit 150 during acquisition of an image
can be detected and thus the reference position in the
acquired image can be defined.
[0027] The robot cleaner 100 may further include a cliff
sensor 132 for sensing presence of a cliff within the clean-
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ing area, a lower camera sensor 139 for acquiring an
image of the floor and a charging terminal 133 for charg-
ing the battery 138.
[0028] FIG. 6(a) is a schematic diagram illustrating pro-
jection of light to an object from the pattern projection
unit and FIG. 6(b) shows an image acquired according
to the projection of light. Referring to FIG. 6(a), when light
is projected from the pattern projection unit 150 toward
an object, the light forms a pattern on the surface of the
object instead of arriving at the floor. In the figure, L0
indicates the position of a pattern formed when the light
is projected to the floor and L1 indicates a pattern formed
on the object when the object is located within a patterned
light projection range. L0 and L1 represent in the same
in other figures. As illustrated by the acquired image
shown in FIG. 6(b), when the object is located within the
projection range of the pattern projection unit 150, the
valid pattern L1 located above the reference position L0
is detected from the acquired image. The controller 140
may include an obstacle information acquisition module
143 for acquiring information about an obstacle in front
of the robot cleaner on the basis of the valid pattern L1
detected from the acquired image. In this case, the ob-
stacle information acquisition module 143 can acquire
obstacle information such as an object distribution state
and a distance to the object (or the depth of the object in
the image) on the basis of a location relation between
the valid pattern L1 and the reference position L0 in the
acquired image. For example, it is possible to determine
that the object is located closer to the robot cleaner 100
in the real space as the distance between the valid pattern
L1 and the reference position L0 increases in the ac-
quired image.
[0029] FIG. 7(a) is a schematic diagram illustrating the
principle of forming a pattern on an object according to
light reflected from a floor when the object is located
spaced apart from a patterned light projection range and
FIG. 7(b) shows an image acquired in the case of FIG.
7(a);.
[0030] When a pattern is detected at the reference po-
sition L0, the validity determination module 142 can de-
termine a pattern detected from a region above or below
the reference position L0 as a pattern L0’ according to
reflected light. The pattern L0’ according to reflected light
is formed on the surface of the object according to light
reflected from the floor, as shown in FIG. 7. When the
floor is flat, the valid pattern L0 and the pattern L0’ ac-
cording to the reflected light are vertically separated from
each other and thus pixels constituting the valid pattern
L0 and pixels constituting the pattern L0’ may belong to
the same column in the image sensor 121 (refer to FIG.
7(b)).
[0031] FIG. 8(a) is a schematic diagram illustrating the
principle of forming a pattern on a floor according to light
reflected from an object when the object is located within
the patterned light projection range and FIG. 8(b) shows
an image acquired in the case of FIG. 8(a).
[0032] When patterns are respectively detected from

a region above the reference position L0 and a region
below the reference position L0 while a pattern is not
detected at the reference position L0 in the acquired im-
age, as shown in FIG. 8(b), the validity determination
module 142 can recognize that the pattern L1 detected
from the region above the reference position L0 is a valid
pattern and the pattern L1’ detected from the region be-
low the reference position L0 is a pattern according to
reflected light. Validity check can be performed in this
manner because light reflected from the surface of the
object forms the pattern L1’ according to reflected light
on the floor, as shown in FIG. 8(a). In this case, as long
as light is projected from the pattern projection unit 150
to the area in front of the robot cleaner 100 downward
(α>0, refer to FIG. 9), the light reflected from the surface
of the object is geometrically propagated toward the floor
so as to form a pattern at a position closer to the robot
cleaner 100 than the object, and thus the pattern L1’ ac-
cording to the reflected light appears below the reference
position L0 in the acquired image.
[0033] FIG. 9 (a) is a schematic diagram illustrating
optical geometry wherein an image is formed by the im-
age sensor 121 when the object is located within the pro-
jection range of the pattern projection unit 150 and FIG.
9(b) shows an image acquired in the case of FIG. 9(a).
Here, O indicates the optical center of the image acqui-
sition unit 120, the optical axis corresponds to the Y-di-
rection, and the projection direction of the pattern projec-
tion unit 150 is at the angle α to the optical axis. A reverse
image is formed on the image plane of the image sensor
121 according to light that has passed through the optical
center O and the acquired image (b) is obtained by in-
verting the reverse image.
[0034] A location relation between features (e.g., a pat-
tern and the boundary between the object and the floor)
detected from the image plane is defined on the basis of
distances measured on the image plane. Although the
acquired image may have a different scale from the im-
age formed on the image plane (which also belongs to
the category of images acquired by the image acquisition
unit 120), the two images are geometrically similar. Ac-
cordingly, the location relation between the features may
be defined on the basis of distance values measured in
the acquired image and the defined location relation can
correspond to that defined on the basis of the image
plane.
[0035] Referring to FIG. 9, validity check may include
a step of detecting the boundary M between the object
and the floor from the image plane (or acquired image)
and estimating a position (referred to as a valid pattern
estimation position L1 hereinafter) at which a valid pat-
tern is detected from the image plane (or acquired image)
on the basis of the location relation between the detected
boundary M and the reference position L0, and a step of
determining validity of patterns (including a pattern ac-
cording to reflected light) detected from the image plane
(or acquired image) on the basis of the valid pattern es-
timation position.
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[0036] The following equation can be derived from FIG.
9(a) through geometric analysis. 

[0037] Here, a’, ref’ (corresponding to the reference
position ref and indicated by L0 in FIG. 9(b)) and b’ re-
spectively represent the position of a valid pattern formed
on the object, the position of a valid pattern formed on
the floor when no object is present (that is, the reference
position) and the boundary between the object and the
floor. a’, ref’ and b’ are represented on the basis of the
origin O’ indicated on the image plane, and it is assumed
that the surface of the object to which light is projected
is perpendicular to the floor.
[0038] Since ref’ is predetermined, a’ can be obtained
by the pattern detection module 141 and h1 and h2 are
acquired from disposition of the pattern projection unit
150 and the image acquisition unit 120, b’ can be repre-
sented by a relational expression among a’, ref’, h1 and
h2. b’ obtained in this manner is a position (referred to
as a boundary estimation position hereinafter) estimated
as the boundary between the object and the floor, and
the boundary detection module 146 can select a bound-
ary from features (e.g., L1, M and L1’ in FIG. 9(b)) de-
tected from the acquired image on the basis of the bound-
ary estimation position. For example, the boundary de-
tection module 146 can select a pattern detected at a
position closest to b’ as the boundary between the object
and the floor from patterns detected by the pattern de-
tection module 141. When the image is not distorted and
correct values of h1 and h2 are obtained, the position of
the boundary M between the object and the floor, shown
in FIG. 9(b), corresponds to b’ in FIG. 9(a).
[0039] Furthermore, even if the pattern corresponding
to the boundary M is not detected from the acquired im-
age, the height of the object can be estimated from the
relation between the boundary estimation position and
the position L1 of the valid pattern. In this case, the height
of the object is estimated to be higher than the position
L1 of the valid pattern.
[0040] The obstacle information acquisition module
143 can acquire obstacle information on the basis of the
boundary M selected by the boundary detection module
146. Here, the obstacle information acquisition module
143 can not only estimate the distance between the robot
cleaner 100 and the object on the basis of the relation
between the reference position ref and the position of the
valid pattern but also obtain more accurate obstacle in-
formation on the basis of the location of the boundary M.
The movement control module 144 can control operation
of the drive motor 139 such that the main body 110 avoids
the object while moving on the basis of the obstacle in-
formation (e.g., the distance between the robot cleaner
100 and the object and the boundary M between the floor

and the object) acquired through the obstacle information
acquisition module 143 (refer to step S16).
[0041] FIG. 10 is a flowchart illustrating a method for
controlling the robot cleaner according to an embodiment
of the present invention.
[0042] An image of an area in front of the robot cleaner
100 may be acquired by the image acquisition unit 120
in step S11.
[0043] A pattern may be detected from the image ac-
quired in step S11 by the pattern detection module 141
in step S12.
[0044] Whether two or more patterns are detected may
be determined by the pattern detection module 141 in
step S13. When the pattern detection module 141 deter-
mines that two or more patterns are detected in step S13,
geometrical validity determination may be performed in
step S14. In the figure, Num(P) indicates the number of
patterns P.
[0045] Validity check according to the embodiments
aforementioned with reference to FIGS. 6 to 9 may be
performed in step S14. More specifically, the validity de-
termination module 143 may select valid patterns L0 and
L1 according to location relation between patterns indi-
cated in the acquired image, excluding the pattern L0’
generated by light reflected from the floor, as shown in
FIG. 7, and the pattern L1’ generated by light reflected
from the object, as shown in FIG. 8 or 9, in step S14.
[0046] In step S15, an obstacle situation around the
robot cleaner 100 is three-dimensionally reconfigured on
the basis of the valid patterns detected in step S14. Step
S15 can be performed by the obstacle information ac-
quisition module 143. Specifically, the distance between
the robot cleaner 100 and the object can be obtained
from a location relation between the valid pattern L1 and
the reference position L0 and the obstacle situation
around the robot cleaner 100 can be mapped on the basis
of the obtained distance.
[0047] In step S16, movement of the robot cleaner 100
is controlled on the basis of obstacle information (e.g.,
the distance between the robot cleaner 100 and the ob-
ject, a map obtained by mapping the distance, and the
like) obtained in step S15. The movement control module
144 can control operation of the drive motor 139 such
that the main body 110 of the robot cleaner 100 avoids
the object during movement, in step S16.
[0048] FIG. 11 shows an acquired image when an error
is generated between the predetermined reference po-
sition and the position of a pattern generated according
to light projected to the floor and FIG. 12 is a flowchart
illustrating a method for updating the reference position
according to an embodiment of the present invention. To
achieve accurate validity check in the aforementioned
embodiments, the reference position L0 needs to be cor-
rectly determined. Particularly, in the case of the robot
cleaner 100 with a fixed projection direction of the pattern
projection unit 150 and a fixed view of the image acqui-
sition unit 120, the reference position L0 is set during the
manufacturing process of the robot cleaner 1090 since
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the reference position L0 is geometrically determined.
However, the reference position L0 may be changed ow-
ing to various circumstances. In this case, the validity
determination step S14 and the obstacle situation recon-
figuration step S15 cannot be correctly performed. Ac-
cordingly, it is necessary to devise a method for control-
ling the robot cleaner, which is capable of updating the
reference position L0. The method will now be described
with reference to FIGS. 5, 11 and 12.
[0049] The pattern L01 shown in FIG. 11 is a pattern
projected to the floor from the pattern projection unit 150.
The pattern L01 is referred to as a reference pattern.
[0050] The pattern detection module 141 may receive
a first acquired image output from the image acquisition
unit 120 (S21) and detect the reference pattern L01 from
the first acquired image. The first acquired image is pref-
erably obtained by projecting patterned light with the ro-
bot cleaner 100 placed on the flat floor.
[0051] When cross-shaped patterned light (refer to
FIG. 1) is projected from the pattern projection unit 150,
the pattern detection module 141 can detect a "+" shaped
pattern (sufficiently smaller than the pattern formed by
the patterned light) from a specific region around the pre-
determined reference position L0 and detect the refer-
ence pattern L01 by performing feature detection in the
horizontal direction from the detected "+" shaped pattern.
Normalized cross correlation using a feature mask hav-
ing a cross shape may be used to detect a "+" shaped
feature. However, the present invention is not limited
thereto and various known feature detection algorithms
can be used. Considering that the patterned light projec-
tion range is fixed and the reference pattern is generated
by light projected to the floor, a region in which the "+"
shaped feature is detected in the acquired image is lim-
ited, and thus it is desirable to perform the aforemen-
tioned process of detecting the "+" shaped feature only
on a specific area A which is expected to include the
feature rather than performing the process on the entire
acquired image in order to improve detection speed.
[0052] A reference position setting module 145 may
compare the position of the reference pattern L01 detect-
ed in step S22 with the reference position L0 prestored
in the storage unit 160 (S23). In this step, a distance d
between the reference pattern L01 and the reference po-
sition L0 can be measured in the acquired image and the
distance d is compared with a predetermined allowable
distance dset.
[0053] When the distance d is less than the allowable
distance dset in step S23, the position of the reference
pattern L01 detected in step S22 is updated to a new
reference position L0.
[0054] When the distance d is greater than the allow-
able distance dset in step S23, which means that the light
projected to the floor forms a pattern at the reference
position L0 (that is, a considerable error is present be-
tween the prestored reference position and the position
of the current reference pattern), the position of the ref-
erence pattern L01 detected in step S22 is temporarily

stored in the storage unit 160. In this case, it is necessary
to check whether the reference pattern L01 is temporarily
detected from the position for a special reason (e.g., un-
even floor) because the reference pattern L01 is sepa-
rated from the reference position L0 by longer than the
allowable distance dset.
[0055] In step S25, the pattern detection module 141
receives a second acquired image obtained at a position
different from that in step S21. That is, the robot cleaner
100 is moved from the position at which the image is
acquired in step S21 and then the second acquired image
is obtained by the image acquisition unit.
[0056] In step S26, the reference pattern L01 is detect-
ed from the second acquired image. Step S26 is sub-
stantially the same as step S22.
[0057] In step S27, it is determined whether the posi-
tion of the reference pattern detected in step S26 is sub-
stantially the same as the position temporarily stored in
step S24. When a difference between the position of the
reference pattern detected in step S27 and the tempo-
rarily stored position is within a predetermined error
range, the reference pattern detected in step S26 can be
determined to be detected at the same position as the
reference pattern detected in step S22. In this case, the
predetermined reference position L0 can be updated to
the temporarily stored position of the reference pattern.
[0058] Upon determining that the position of the refer-
ence pattern detected in step S26 differs from the position
temporarily stored in step S24, in step S27, the reference
position L0 can be maintained.
[0059] An operation unit 137 may include a predeter-
mined input means through which a reference position
update command is input. The method for controlling the
robot cleaner according to steps S21 to S29 can be per-
formed when the update command is input through the
input means.

Claims

1. A method for controlling a robot cleaner configured
to project light of a predetermined pattern to a floor
of an area in front thereof in a specific direction and
to acquire an image of the area to which the light is
projected, comprising:

(a) acquiring an image of an area in front of the
robot cleaner;
(b) detecting the pattern from the image ac-
quired in (a); and
(c) discriminating a valid pattern formed by re-
flected light from a pattern formed by light direct-
ly projected from the robot cleaner, from among
patterns indicated in the acquired image, on the
basis of geometrical characteristics defined by
a projection direction of the light and the direc-
tion of an optical axis in which the image is ac-
quired when two or more patterns are detected
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from the image.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein, when the position
of the pattern formed by the light directly projected
to the floor is defined as a reference position in the
acquired image, (c) comprises selecting a pattern
detected at the reference position as the valid pattern
when one of the two or more patterns is detected at
the reference position and at least one other pattern
is detected from a region above the reference posi-
tion.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein, when the position
of the pattern formed by the light directly projected
to the floor is defined as a reference position in the
acquired image, (c) comprises selecting a pattern
detected from a region above the reference position
as the valid pattern when patterns are respectively
detected from the region above the reference posi-
tion and a region below the reference position.

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising (d) obtain-
ing a distance to an object on the basis of the valid
pattern.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein in (d), the distance
to the object is obtained on the basis of a location
relation between the reference position and the valid
pattern in the acquired image.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein (d) comprises de-
termining that the distance to the object is shorter as
the distance between the reference position and the
valid pattern increases.

7. The method of one of claims 2 and 3, further com-
prising (d) updating the reference position,
wherein (d) comprises:

(d-1) acquiring an image of an area in front of
the robot cleaner;
(d-2) detecting a pattern formed by light directly
projected to the floor from the robot cleaner from
the image acquired in (d-1);
(d-3) comparing a distance between the pattern
detected in (d-2) and the reference position with
a predetermined allowable distance; and
(d-4) updating the reference position to the po-
sition of the pattern detected in (d-2) on the basis
of a comparison result in (d-3).

8. The method of claim 7, wherein (d) further compris-
es:

(d-5) moving the robot cleaner upon determining
that the distance obtained in (d-2) is greater than
the allowable distance in (d-2);
(d-6) acquiring an image of an area in front of

the robot cleaner at a changed position of the
robot cleaner;
(d-7) detecting a pattern formed by light directly
projected to the floor from the robot cleaner from
the image acquired in (d-6);
(d-8) comparing the position of the pattern de-
tected in (d-7) with the position of the pattern
detected in (d-2); and
(d-9) updating the reference position to the po-
sition of the pattern detected in (d-2) on the basis
of a comparison result in (d-8).

9. The method of claim 8, wherein (d-9) comprises up-
dating the reference position to the position of the
pattern detected in (d-2) when the position of the
pattern detected in (d-7) is the same as the position
of the pattern detected in (d-2).

10. The method of any one of claims 1 to 9, further com-
prising:

when the position of the pattern formed by the
light directly projected to the floor is defined as
a reference position in the acquired image,

(e) estimating a position at which the bound-
ary between the object and the floor will be
detected on the basis of the reference po-
sition and a position of a pattern generated
by light directly projected to an object locat-
ed in front of the robot cleaner; and
(f) selecting a boundary from patterns de-
tected in (b) on the basis of the position at
which the boundary will be detected, esti-
mated in (e).

11. The method of claim 10, wherein (f) comprises se-
lecting a pattern closest to the position at which the
boundary will be detected, estimated in (e), from the
patterns detected in (b).
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